TOWNSHIP OF BILLINGS
Climate Action Committee
AGENDA
October 14, 2020 7-8:30pm

Via Zoom

1. Opening of Meeting
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest

4. Adoption of Minutes October 14, 2020 Meeting
5. Council Update Report
6. New Business
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Community Survey
Carbon Calculator
Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) and Go Green – C. Theijsmeijer and P. Darlaston
Review Climate Change Coordinator contract funding - P. Darlaston
CEEP Action Items – Brainstorm

7. Next Meeting – Currently scheduled Wednesday December 9th
8. Adjournment

October 14, 2020

TOWNSHIP OF BILLINGS
Climate Action Committee (CAC)

Park Centre, Kagawong

PRESENT: Councillor Bryan Barker, Bob Clifford, Chris Theijsmeijer, John Hoakstra, Paul Darlaston,
Climate Change Coordinator (CCC)
REGRETS: None.
1. Opening of Meeting
The meeting was called to order at 7:06 p.m. by moved, C.Theijsmeijer and J. Hoakstra
Carried
2. Approval of Agenda
Motion by B. Clifford and C. Theijsmeijer
That the agenda for the October 14, 2020 meeting be accepted.
Carried
3. Disclosure of Pecuniary Interest
None.
4. Adoption of Minutes
None – First meeting of the committee
5. Delegation
None.
6. New Business
a) Municipal Policies
Councillor Barker (Chair):
- Due to legislative changes new Council has made some structural changes to committee
structure for the municipality
- Intro to committee on municipal policies
- CCC will add municipal policies to the agenda as old business so committee members have time
to review policies further and
b) CAC Terms of Reference – Discussion
Councillor Barker (Chair):
- Reviews scope of CAC TOR – project – assist CCC in creating Community Energy and Emissions
Plan (CEEP) that meets grant requirements with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities and
the Municipal Energy Program with the Provincial Government
- Discussion of CEEP connection with strategic and asset management plans
- Attendance encouraged – explained that this is in all committee TORs for the municipality
c) Introductions
- Since this is the first meeting – committee members were asked to introduce themselves to
each other and provide some details in their interest in climate change planning for the
municipality
d) FCM/MEP
Please see the attached power point presentation
e) Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Committee members were sent GHG inventory in advance of meeting
Brief discussion of results of the GHG inventory are included in the attached power point
presentation – key data that needs to be improved as part of CEEP:

a. Community emissions – transportation data is based on average kilometers travelled
according to Ministry of Transportation and does not reflect actual commuting and
travel details of our own residents. A plan to collect a statistically significant data
directly from our residents will be included in the CEEP.
b. Community emissions – Residential, commercial and industrial – the only reliable
information we have received is from HydroOne. Energy use from other sources,
propane, wood fired furnaces or fireplace, fuel oil or renewable energy sources has not
been collected for the community. A plan to collect a statistically significant data directly
from our residents will be included in the CEEP.
c. Agricultural, Forestry and Other Land-Use (AFLUO): The methodology used in the
current GHG inventory is only the start of measuring the agricultural and forestry
emissions and assets within our municipal boundaries. This sector will require more
research and investigation for the CEEP
f) General comments from committee members about translating GHG Inventory into a plan:
a. Municipality needs to consider cost – CCC provided referred to sections in the attached
power point presentation that outline currently available grants
b. Consensus from committee members that a community survey will be required for the
project – CCC briefly described that once we have a draft plan, we have the choice of
conducting a survey in the community using survey monkey or with using a third party
c. CCC has obtained a quote from a group name Ethelo to complete a community survey
by telephone and online – the cost, if shared with Central Manitoulin, and with grant
funds would be $2500
d. CCC to present quotation at next CAC meeting
e. There are several other options available for stakeholder engagement on specific
actions related to conduct a more technical feasibility study on different renewable
energy options from wind, solar, biomass and future plans for the Kagawong hydro
station
f. CCC to present these options from Quest – a national climate change capacity building
organization supported by FCM
g) Correspondence
None
h) Information
None
i) Notices of Motion
None
j) Closed Session
n/a
k) Next Meeting: November 11, 2020 – 7pm at the Park Centre
Time – 7pm works for everyone
November 11th ok for everyone
l) Adjournment: The meeting was adjourned at 8:46 p.m. on a motion by C.Theijsmeijer

o Memorandum
To:
cc:
From:
Date:

Climate Action Committee – Agenda Item 6a)
Council and Staff
Climate Change Coordinator
November 16, 2020

RE: Community Survey – Stakeholder feedback on climate change plan
Since May 2019, the Township of Billings has been working on the components required to create a
Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) thanks to grant funding from the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM) and the Ontario government, Ministry of Energy Municipal Energy Program (MEP). Key
deliverables for this grant funded program are to:
 Continuous engagement with stakeholders to create the CEEP
 Create a Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventory that establishes a baseline for both corporate (municipal
operations) and community sources of GHG emissions within the municipal boundaries – completed
and approved by Council in August 2020
 Set GHG reduction targets for 2030 and 2050 and;
 Create a CEEP to achieve GHG emission targets in order to mitigate the impact of climate change on
our community
Appendix A of this memo provides a list of stakeholder engagement completed to date, including a
stakeholder engagement report from a climate change Open House that was held on December 4 th, 2019.
At the first Climate Action Committee (CAC) meeting on October 14, 2020 the committee discussed the
feasibility of using a third party to conduct specific survey to evaluate support for policy and project options
under consideration for the CEEP. Since October, the CCC has obtained 2 quotations and 1 ballpark figure for
conducting a climate change engagement survey in the Township of Billings, summarised below:
Company
Sustainability Solutions Group
(http://www.ssg.coop/)
- Has completed 40+
climate change
planning engagements
in Canada

Quest
(https://questcanada.org/)
- Has completed 75+
climate change
planning engagements
in Canada
Ethelo
(https://ethelo.com/)

Proposed Work
Deliverables:
- Energy mapping and modeling
- Community Engagement
- Planning document
SSG prefers to conduct community
engagement, modelling and planning all as
one package
SSG has open source modelling software
available – inquiries have been made to
access this software for Central Manitoulin
and Billings
Deliverables:
- Various community engagement
approaches proposed
- See attached Appendix B for full
details of quotation and deliverables
Deliverables:
- With help of Climate Change
Coordinator - development of climate
survey questions

Cost
Ballpark
$60,000+
50% covered by MEP
Billings cost share with
Central:
$15,000+

Quote
$60,000 +
50% covered by MEP
Billings cost share with
Central:
$15,000+
Quote:
$9,950
50% covered by MEP

Has completed online and
telephone based municipal
engagements – 60+
Climate change engagements
– 2, but growing segment of
business

-

Collective/group analysis of survey
prior to deployment
Custom report that will form basis for
climate action plan
Guarantee of 300 responses to
survey (shared with Central)
See attached Appendix C for full
details of quotation

Billings cost share with
Central:
$2,487.50

At this time, the Township of Billings has $12,880 available from the MEP grant to help support a community
survey. These funds can only be used to support the CEEP planning process (for example - stakeholder
engagement, surveys, energy audits, feasibility studies, engineering support). The MEP grant only provides
50% coverage for expenses related to the CEEP and the municipality must cover the remaining amount.
Based on time constraints, in person meeting restrictions due to CoVid19 and grant funding available to
cover expenditures related to creating the CEEP, it is the recommendation of the Climate Change Coordinator
that:
MOTION: Climate Action Committee make a recommendation to Council to proceed with the Ethelo Climate
Change Engagement proposal at a cost of $2,487.50 to the municipality.
Additional notes:
 Central Manitoulin approved moving forward with Ethelo and will share total costs for this survey
 Ethelo was the author of the climate engagement for Salt Spring Island which CAC members have
already had a chance to review
 Perth and Lanark County have also recently hired Ethelo for a climate change engagement and will be
launching their site on Monday November 23rd.
 Two surveys will be created – one for the Township of Billings and one for the Municipality of Central
Manitoulin
 The general timeline for this survey will be:
o Now until early December, Climate Change Coordinator will create survey with Ethelo
o Early December (week of December 7th) CCC will review survey with municipal staff
o Mid December (week of December 14th) survey will be available for CAC’s to review and
comment on
o Revisions will be presented in early January
o Public engagement will occur mid January to early February
o Report delivered by Ethelo by end of February
Attachments
Appendix A: Stakeholder Engagement to date for CEEP project
Appendix B: Quest Climate Change Engagement Quotation
Appendix C: Ethelo Climate Change Engagement Quotation

APPENDIX A
Stakeholder Engagement Report
Background Stakeholder Engagement to Date for CEEP:
Since May 2019, the Climate Change Coordinator has continuously engaged with stakeholders, the
following is summary of stakeholder engagement efforts:














November 2019 – Postcard mail out to all Township of Billings residents introducing
community to the project and providing contact details for the Climate Change Coordinator
15+ articles and advertisements in the Manitoulin Expositor and Recorder
Hosting an Open House event on December 4th, 2019 to obtain community feedback on
climate actions that could be taken corporately and, in the community, to reduce GHG
emissions – 12 residents in Billings attended, Open House report provided below
Conducting a municipal staff survey on climate change knowledge and applying a climate
lens to municipal decision making
Engagement with local businesses through a business townhall to present GHG inventory
findings and invite business to contribute to CEEP
Engagement with community groups and organizations, including Public Health Sudbury and
Districts, Manitoulin Green Team, Manitoulin-Sudbury District Services Board, Northern
Ontario Permaculture Institute AGM, Noojmowin Teg (Manitoulin Fresh Food Initiative and
community gardens)
Engagement with residents in the community throughout Waste Reduction Week through 2
online seminars with guest speakers, clothing drive and a community garage sale/swap
External stakeholder interactions:
o Sustainability Solutions Group
o Quest
o Clean Air Partnership
o ReThink Green/Smart Green Communities
o Ethelo
o Foodcycler
o OPG/Hydro One – Ivy Charging Network Program
o Flo electric vehicle charging stations
o Several solar, geothermal/heat pump and b
Seminar and Conference attendance:
o FCM Sustainable Communities Conference – 2020
o Smart Green Communities – 2 online workshops
o Bullfrog Power seminar on Ontario electricity grid
o Ontario Society of Engineers – Asset Management with Climate Lens, 2day course
Contacting energy utilities operating in the Township of Billings with varying levels of
engagement
o Hydro One has been the most engaged providing community data on energy
consumption by postal code and assisting with municipal energy data collection
o Propane and fuel distributers – have provided very little community specific data
o Oakville Enterprises Corporation (OEC) – Kagawong Hydroelectric Generating Station
has provided detailed energy generating data which will be included in an updated
version of the GHG Inventory in early 2021

APPENDIX A
Stakeholder Engagement Report
Results from Climate Action Open House Info Boards – Kagawong, Dec 4th 2019
(italic = ideas added by public, though many of those not in italics were already based on ideas heard
from public during summer engagement)
(numbers indicate how many stickers were placed next to each idea—or year, in the case of goalsetting)
Goal-setting
-2023: 3
-2024: 3
-2025: 3
-2026: 3
-2027: 3
-2028: 3
-2029: 3
-2030: 5
-2031: 3
-2034: 2
-2035: 2
-2038: 1
-2039: 1
-2040: 1
-2053: 1
the average year comes out to 2030
Corporate Emissions
Energy Use in Buildings
-consider consolidating buildings: 20
-create internal energy policy: 3
-retrofit buildings: 4
-install solar panels: 4
Fleet
-efficient driving training: (1?)
-use smallest vehicle possible for each job: 1
-transition to alternative fuels: 9
Water Pump and Treatment
-eliminate lawns + develop riparian education to encourage residents to protect water
-replace lawns with plant that need less water: 2
-eliminate leaks in water system: 6
-install rain barrels
-permaculture design (water-conserving gardening/forest gardening): 1
Streetlights
-switch to LED: 2

APPENDIX A
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-motion-sensor lights in public spaces
-adopt green committee proposals: 1
Transportation
1) Reduce distances people need to travel
-increase local job opportunities: 1
-increase local services: 2
-advocate for less packaging: 4
-buy less stuff: 3
-create repair café/tool library: 4
-promote individual gardens: 3
-increase community gardens: 5
-garbage collection vs many vehicles going to dump
2) Increase walking and cycling
-improve pedestrian safety: 2
-advocate for bike lanes: 7
-create bike trail: 1
3) Increase carpooling and perhaps start car-sharing
-promote public transit: 9
-create carpool system between communities using private vehicles: 2
4) Improve driving efficiency
-efficient driving training
-by-law against drive-throughs: 1
-educate people on idling vehicles: 3
5) Switch fuels
-install electric vehicle charging stations: 14
Energy Use at Home and Work
1) Reduce energy demand by improving efficiency of buildings, appliances, machinery, and
equipment (includes off-road farm vehicles, etc.)
-promote retrofit opportunities/incentives: 14
-install smart thermostats: 2
-promote efficient appliances: 1
-double burn “rocket stove” conversion for wood heat (retrofit)
-passive house standard: 1
-create regulations that allow for tiny homes: 1
-encourage sustainable smaller home construction with tax incentives
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2) Reduce energy demand by changing behaviour
-educate on energy conservation: 10
3) Switch to cleaner sources of energy
-develop locally-owned energy sources: 6
-promote geothermal, heat pumps, electricity: 3
-thermal reactor (as in Spain, 25 years ago)
-pumped power storage: 3
Land and Agriculture
1) Restore ecosystems eg plant trees
-reforestation project: 17
2) Farm sustainably
-promote benefits of grass-fed beef: 5
-reduce chemical fertilizer use: 4
-transition agriculture to permaculture (forestry farming)/silviculture: 3
-use organic/sustainable farming methods: 6
-reduce reliance on pesticides: 2
-riparian protection + municipal + residential
Waste
1) Reduce the amount of organic/biodegradable waste we produce
-only buy what you will eat: 4
-sustainable meal education (local sustainable recipes), not hard to find speciality ingredients: 2
2) Reduce the percentage of biodegradable waste (food waste, garden waste, paper etc.) that goes
to the landfill
-set up community compost: 15
-promote individual composting: 16
3) Other
-shared resources—tools, equipment, electronics, cars etc,--“re-store” at dump—don’t burn
everything that can be reused
-increase recycling Island-wide: 3
-food preservation education: 2
-promote plastic alternatives related to food (eg packaging): 1

Prepared on November 9, 2020

Proposal to Advance Community Energy &
Climate Planning
Municipality of Central Manitoulin and the Municipality of Billing
1.0 Context
The Municipality of Central Manitoulin and the Municipality of Billing are located along the Island’s
southern shore of Manitoulin Island (ON). Both municipalities joined forces to hire a shared, dedicated
Climate Change Coordinator to conduct corporate and community GHG inventories as well as to develop
a Climate Plan for each community.
As part of this work, the two municipalities are interested in developing a Community Energy Plan (CEP)
to identify opportunities to reduce GHG emissions in their community through low-carbon energy
projects. The municipalities have already identified potential projects (e.g. construction of a new
zero-carbon arena and extension and operation of the local hydro-power installation).
A key success factor that both municipalities consider to be important in the development of the CEP
and the Climate Plans is the engagement of municipal staff across departments and with the community
at large.
This proposal is the outcome of a conversation with the shared Climate Coordinator and QUEST. It
presents the different activities QUEST could conduct in the two communities to advance the two
municipalities’ goal of engaging staff and community stakeholders and to identify opportunities to
reduce carbon emissions and enhance internal governance processes to integrate energy and climate
planning.
Note: Due to COVID-19, all these activities will be conducted online through interactive online tools.
Prices are estimated and can be adjusted based on future conversation.

2.0 About QUEST
QUEST is a national not-for-profit whose vision is Canada as a Nation of Smart Energy Communities. As a
connector, educator and influencer, QUEST supports governments, utilities & energy providers, the
real-estate sector, and solution providers to grow the Smart Energy Communities marketplace. QUEST
drives the development of resilient, affordable, healthy, and prosperous Canadian communities by
building awareness of, and support for, efficient, integrated, and localized energy systems. A Smart
Energy Community seamlessly integrates local, renewable, and conventional energy sources to
efficiently, cleanly, and affordably meet its energy needs. It is a coveted, highly livable place to live,
work, learn, and play.
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Since 2007, QUEST has been operating as a neutral, non-partisan, and business friendly non-profit
organization, helping governments identify and lower barriers, helping utilities adapt to change, and
helping companies identify and leverage emerging opportunities in the growing Smart Energy
Community (SEC) marketplace in Canada.
QUEST has extensive experience overseeing national projects focused on building the capacity of energy
stakeholders to respond to the changing energy landscape in our country. QUEST has twelve FTEs and
five Senior Associates with extensive knowledge, expertise, and experience in subject matter areas
relevant to the SEC domain, as well as project management and communications expertise.

2.0 QUEST Relevant Activities
2.1 Participatory Community Energy Mapping
Description: QUEST’s Community Energy Workshops bring the right stakeholders together for an
engaging, hands-on approach to community energy planning. Community energy planning is recognized
across Canada as an effective pathway to Smart Energy Communities. It provides a platform for multiple
stakeholder groups to convene, coordinate, and implement innovative community energy projects and
programs, resulting in more energy efficient, resilient and vibrant communities. QUEST’s energy
mapping workshops can be customized for a variety of communities and can be designed to focus on
developing energy literacy, strengthening energy planning alignment amongst stakeholders, or defining
energy priorities .
QUEST has successfully used this tool with over 75 communities across the country.
Activities:
● Survey and Research:  With the help of the Climate Coordinator, a survey will be sent to key
municipal staff in order to better understand on--going or completed initiatives, assess
readiness to conduct energy planning, and assess staff knowledge of energy planning. The
survey will be complemented with desktop research looking at municipal documents and
potential 1:1 meetings.
● Workshop preparation: With the help of the Climate Coordinator, workshop participants will be
identified, invitation sent, and logistics set up.
● Online workshop delivery: This interactive online workshop brings together staff from different
departments and key communities stakeholders. By the end of the workshop participants will
understand the concept of energy planning and community energy planning methodology, learn
about best practices., and identify local opportunities for energy initiatives (such as retrofits,
clean energy projects, low-carbon transportation options, change in land-use patterns, etc)
Note: The workshop could be adjusted to discuss specific projects identified by the two municipalities,
such as the zero-carbon areas and the extension and operation of the hydropower station.
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Deliverables
● A workshop report summarizing the discussion and outlining recommendations to inform the
development of the municipalities’s CEPs and climate plan.
● A webinar to present the report to all participants and entire community to start a conversation
Timeline: 3 months
Cost: Approximately $15,000. Cost can be reduced when combined with other activities requiring
similar research and preparation work
Note: The workshop could be adjusted to include specific projects identified by the two municipalities,
such as the zero-carbon arena and the extension and operation of the hydropower station.

2.2 From Governance to Communication and Monitoring
Description: Among the key challenges communities face when they develop or implement their CEPs
are communication, governance, monitoring, and capacity building. This workshop will help
communities that currently have a CEP to navigate the challenges and get to implementation, and those
currently without a plan to design an integrated CEP that is actionable. The series of in-depth modules
included in the workshop will help the municipality to determine the ideal governance structure,
communications strategy, data and KPI framework, and strategies for each CEP action (when a CEP is
already available).
Activities:
● Survey and research: With the help of the Climate Coordinator, a survey will be sent to key
municipal staff in order to better understand on-going or completed initiatives, assess readiness
to conduct energy planning, and assess staff knowledge of energy planning. The survey will be
complemented with desktop research looking at municipal documents and potential 1:1
meetings.
● Online workshop preparation: With the help of the Climate Coordinator, workshop participants
will be identified, invitation sent, and logistics set up.
● Online workshop delivery: The workshop will bring together municipal staff and key community
stakeholder (when relevant) and will consist of four modules that allow a community to
determine
○ the Governance structure of its Community Energy Plan (CEP);
○ its Communications Strategy to the community;
○ the data/KPI framework; and
○ strategies for each category of action identified in the CEP plan.
Note: The workshop could be adjusted to include specific projects identified by the two municipalities,
such as the zero-carbon areas and the extension and operation of the hydropower station.
Deliverables
● A report presenting workshops key findings and recommendations to inform the development
of the municipalities’s CEPs and climate plan.
● A webinar to present the report to all participants and entire community to start a conversation
and get their feedback
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Timeline: 2 months (can be combined with other activities)
Cost: Approximately $15,000. Cost can be reduced when combined with other activities requiring
similar research and preparation work.

2.3 Smart Energy Communities Benchmark
Description: QUEST will roll-out the new Smart Energy Communities Benchmark. This includes assessing
each community according to 10 indicators based on best practices from across Canada and identifying
tailored programs and action the community could take to advance corporate and community low- and
zero- carbon energy initiatives. Thanks to assessment, the community will be able to identify 1) areas of
strengths; 2) strategies to increase their financial and operational capacity; and 3) tailored strategies and
actions that increase climate and energy consideration into existing municipal documents and
community initiatives.
QUEST has conducted or is conducting this benchmark with 14 communities across Canada.
Activities:
● Preliminary Survey of Municipality and local energy utilities
● Review of all Municipal documents (Plans, policies, bylaws)
● Initial scoring of the municipality undertaken by QUEST
● Online workshop and/or focus groups that will bring together community energy planners and
partners within local governments, utilities, SMEs, and other relevant organizations within each
community
● 1:1 meetings
Deliverables
● A report compiling scoring results through ten indicators, presenting areas of strengths and
improvements, and tailored recommendation on programs and policies to implement
● A webinar will to share outcomes and lessons learned
Timeline: over 3 months
Cost: Approximately $15,000. Cost can be reduced when combined with other activities requiring
similar research and preparation work.

2.4. Developing a Renewable Energy Mapping Assessment
Description: QUEST and the Community Energy Knowledge Action Partnership (CEKAP) have developed
a unique methodology to map the technical, economic and social acceptance of renewable energy (see
Appendix F). This mapping assessment helps communities to identify where to develop renewable
energy, who to involve, and how to start them, which will result in investment in local renewable energy
projects and infrastructure and GHG reduction.
QUEST has conducted renewable energy mapping with 5 communities across Canada.
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Activities:
● Technical mapping: The technical mapping of one or more of the following renewable energy
resources: wind, solar, agriculture biomass, or forestry biomass. The result of the technical
mapping will be hosted online.
● Community mapping: Three types of community engagement activities to identify where to
develop renewable energy projects, who to involve, and how to implement them:
○ Community engagement activities (survey, townhall…);
○ A stakeholder engagement session
○ A capacity holder engagement session
Deliverables
● Results of the renewable energy resources hosted online
● Report to present the local economic opportunities of selected renewable energy sources
● Webinar to disseminate findings
Timeline:  Over 4-6 months
Cost: About $60,000. Cost varies based on the number and type of renewable energy sources
considered.
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Table 1: Summary table of QUEST’s activities
Activity

Timeframe

Costs

Participatory
Community
Energy Mapping

3 months

$15,000

Key deliverables
●

●

From
Governance to
Communication
and Monitoring

2 months

$15,000

●

●

3 months

$15,000

●

Smart Energy
Communities
Benchmark
●

Developing a
Renewable
Energy Mapping
Assessment

4-6
months

$60,000

●
●

●

A workshop report summarizing the discussion
and outlining recommendations to inform the
development of the municipalities’s CEPs and
climate plan.
A webinar to present the report to all
participants and the entire community to start a
conversation
A report presenting workshops key findings and
recommendations to inform the development
of the municipalities’s CEPs and climate plan.
A webinar to present the report to all
participants and entire community to start a
conversation and get their feedback
A report compiling scoring results through ten
indicators, presenting areas of strengths and
improvements, and tailored recommendation
on programs and policies to implement
A webinar will to share outcomes and lessons
learned
Results of the renewable energy resources
hosted online
Report to present the local economic
opportunities of selected renewable energy
sources
Webinar to disseminate findings

4.0 Next steps

If the Municipality of Central Manitoulin and the Municipality of Binglings are interested in exploring
further one of these activities, or would like additional information, they can contact Aïda Nciri,
Manager Policy and Research at QUEST (anciri@questcanada.org ).
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“‘Ethelo offered a different opportunity in terms of allowing a conversation to
happen online. We can see the general consensus as it’s forming and
participants have more opportunities to see different perspectives.”
Town of Okokos

September 17th, 2020
Dear Kim,

Climate Engagement Proposal
- with additional promotional and accessibility add-ons Lovely chatting with you last week. I appreciate you sharing where you’re at, what you’re needing,
and the interest in Ethelo helping you with your engagement needs.
I’ve included a proposal below including pricing and services along with use case examples.
Ethelo’s end goal is to gather additional input, educate the public on the current climate state of
affairs, process, GHG targets and benefits; to identify the most strongly supported policy options,
initiatives and views; and to provide statistical evidence to support your decisions.
Ethelo is used best for community engagement and collective decision-making processes where
deliberation and consensus are important. Our engagement process can be a key part in knowing
what set of strategies, actions, or policies would be most broadly supported by the residents of
Municipality of Central Manitoulin & Township of Billings.
I recommend a budget of $8,950, which would include everything you’d need for a great climate
engagement (configuration/setup, launch/hosting, reporting).
A breakdown of services is detailed below. This proposal is valid until October 15th, 2020.
The engagement can also be displayed in multi-languages. We’re secured and hosted in Canada. We
can also be linked or embedded on any website and you can brand the engagement to your style
guide.

Unique features of our platform includes:
●
●
●
●
●

Journey experience
Auto-balance tools
Social commenting to increase trust and transparency
Real-time results to increase objectivity and a sense of influence
Collective/Group scenario analysis

Ethelo services can strengthen your processes in the following ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Online Engagements (Deliberation, Decision and Consensus Making)
Collective/Group Analysis
Advanced Analytics, Custom Reporting, Data Download
Citizen’s Panel
Phone Concierge

1. Online Engagements (Deliberation, Decision and Consensus Making)
Each Ethelo consultation is customizable with information based on your key messaging, GHG
inventory, proposed strategies or policies, links, images/maps, videos and key objectives. The
platform will allow members to offer feedback on the proposals, provide new ideas and discuss pros
and cons on the key issues and initiatives.
Consultation processes are usually live for 2-4 weeks. Participants will be invited through your
communication means (website, social media posts, press releases, etc). You can also upload email
lists into the platform and invite participants directly which is generally recommended for
closed/gated engagements (ie. council, key stakeholders, etc).
Participants will engage by reading about the various strategies or initiatives, voting on options, and
adding comments/feedback. You can also include surveys inside an engagement. The platform
provides real-time feedback and it will rank all the possible scenarios based on public support.
With an unlimited engagement license, you will have access to a variety of engagement styles and
as many participants per survey or engagement as you want for the many possible future
engagements of the municipalities you serve.
Below are a few examples which may suit your many project goals.

Consultation Style Examples:
● Climate Engagements
Residents are asked to prioritize initiatives and create their ideal plan to reduce Greenhouse
Gases (GHGs) by at least 50% without exceeding a set maximum level of difficulty. A combination
of voting, polling, and open ended questions are used. This engagement was used to educate
residents about the consequences of climate change and to help determine the best course
action forward. The collective results ranks all possible scenarios to achieve their GHG reduction
goals in order of public support.
Project Link: Salt Spring Island Climate Engagement

●

Surveys
Surveys are ideal for fast results and when a full engagement is not required. You can also
modify the survey even after it has been launched. Commenting can also be enabled to
increase trust and transparency in the process.
Example: O
 kotoks Wellness Survey

●

Ideation: Gathering Ideas
For these engagements, you would be assembling the results from any background surveys or
focus groups which have been conducted to date, and present them a customized Ethelo
environment that will allow further discussion and elaboration. Participants will be able to offer
feedback, provide new ideas and discuss pros and cons on the key issues and initiatives. Here is
an example of Ethelo for a community decision making process for the Queenston and W
 anaka
airports in New Zealand. Residents were asked for feedback under a variety of main topics, straw
polling was also included.
These engagements are used when the goal is to capture any additional ideas or points of view,
and to align residents behind the project process.
Project Link : https://airport.ethelo.net

●

Approval Scoring: O
 fficial Community Planning
A step deeper than surveys, these simplified engagements allow for surveys, straw polling,
qualitative feedback, as well as real-time analysis on the approval of various designs or policies.
These are useful when you only require approval (ie. majority) or to gauge the public’s temperature
on issues and where scenario analysis is not needed.
Project link: C
 arrington 10 Year Greenspace Plan or Okotoks 2080 Vision

●

Municipal Budgeting: 2
 021 City Budget
Our popular budget engagement allows residents to vote and comment on your key department
budgets getting valuable feedback as well as building trust and transparency between a council,
staff, and their residents. Residents are educated as they make trade-offs required within a fixed
budget. The platform analyzes participant feedback in real-time and determines outcomes that
have the greatest level of buy-in and consensus.
This engagement is ideal to educate residents, get key insights, and can be used to justify key
decisions such as increasing taxes or budget cuts.
Project Link: Citizen Budget
8min walk through video here

●

Prioritization
In this example, participants were asked to prioritize spending and revenue options to identify the
path to a balanced budget and ensure that resources are allocated efficiently. The participants
discussed and evaluated budget options. Each participant created a ranked list of budget options
and Ethelo ranked the options based on group feedback.
This approach would be used when you want residents to vote on their level of support on a
selected set of initiatives/policies without further constraints.
Project Link: Vancouver School Board Budget Priorities

●

Shortlisting: S
 etting Policy
Policymakers used the Ethelo platform to give residents the opportunity to be included in policy
formation by commenting and expressing their level of support on a variety of policy options
under five themes. Ethelo shortlisted the resident’s responses into a personal Top 10 list. Ethelo
then ranked all possible Top 10 scenarios in terms of collective support giving the newly formed
government a clear picture of their constituents' collective priorities.
This approach is ideal when you have a shortlist of options which you’d like residents to further
narrow down and rank.
Project Link: South Surrey-Whiterock Top 10 Priorities
7min walk through video here

●

Multi-Criteria Evaluation: Granting
In this example the City of Victoria asked residents and key stakeholders to vote on a site
selection for their proposed Waste Treatment site. Although commenting was enabled, this
engagement was focused primarily on participant voting. To ensure objectivity, participants voted
on each of the 6 site proposals on the predetermined criteria of Location and Performance. The
platform automatically ranked all possible site scenarios from most broadly public supported to
the ones that would result in the most public pushback.
This approach could be used when you have several potential solutions/scenarios designed and
needed residents to vote objectively through predetermined set criteria.
Project Link: Waste Treatment Location Evaluation
8min Walk Through Video here

●

Zoning: Bylaws
Ethelo was used to allow residents to vote for their level of support on variou bylaw changes. The
platform allowed as much background information, link, images as needed to explain the
rationale for change. The Collective results page were used to determine the various levels of
support for each proposed change.

Project Link: Okotoks Bylaws

●

Multi-Constraint Design: C
 apital Projects
Here is an example of Ethelo being used for a park design process. Participants vote on their level
of support on a variety of potential features to build their ideal park. Both financial and size
constraints keep their design within budget and space limitations. The platform ranks all possible
park designs in order of public support.
This approach is most commonly used for capital projects or other situations where known
limitations are known and design scenarios are encouraged.
Project Link: Park Design
8min Walk Through video here

●

Budgeting: Participatory Budgeting
In this example the Ethelo platform facilitated a participatory budgeting and streamlined
citizen-bases crowdsourcing for resource allocation. The engagement allowed residents to spend
$1m on a shortlisted set of initiatives. The platform was used to find consensus for best
allocating the $1m that would have the broadest level of public support.
This approach is best used when there is a fixed sum of community money (benefit) from the
development and finding consensus and alignment are important.
Project Link: Participatory Budgeting
8min Walk Through Video here

A longer list of examples are found here: https://ethelo.com/solutions

2. Collective/Group Analysis
All of our engagements (Ideation excluded) include advanced analysis of collective results. Ethelo is
designed to find decision outcomes that will have a broad consensus of support. It does this by
examining the distribution of support among participants for each potential outcome. In a complex
decision, there can be millions of potential outcomes.
Ethelo is designed around the maxim “the greatest happiness for the greatest number.” In particular,
it avoids outcomes that will create winners and losers. For example, Ethelo would select the support
distribution on the right over the one on the left:

Everyone in the engagement can see the group results in real-time as they are being generated. This
helps create confidence that things are being conducted objectively, transparently, and fairly.

3. Advanced Analytics, Custom Reporting, Data Download
In the administrator-only section of each Ethelo project, you can select from a wide variety of
reporting and analysis options. You are also able to download the raw data generated by the
engagement for further analysis (eg. with Tableau) via CSV. Ethelo can also build custom reports on
request which can be available 1 week after the engagement closes (included in proposal).

4. Citizen’s Panel
For the results of a public engagement to have maximum impact and value it is critical to
demonstrate strong support from a large, representative sample.
To this end, Ethelo can supplement your online engagement campaign with targeted marketing and
engagement to ensure participation from a broad, inclusive selection of residents. We can provide
statistically significant levels of accuracy, for various sample sizes. This service will guarantee a
certain number of residents will participate.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Platinum

90% ± 5%

95% ± 4%

98% ± 3%

99% ± 2%

# people: 300

# people: 600

# people: 1,500

# people: 4,000

7. Phone Concierge
Ethelo is also able to offer a telephone “concierge” service, where residents without easy access to
technology can call a designated number and have a support person walk them through the online
engagement and enter their feedback information. This is on-demand service and can be made
available 8am-8pm 7 days a week while the engagement is open to the public to increase
accessibility.

Ethelo Pricing - $8,950
Stage

Cost

Configuration of Climate Engagement (with technical & climate support)

included

included

Collective/Group Analysis for Climate Engagement

included

Custom reporting of Climate Engagement

included

Bronze Level Citizen’s Panel (300 participants)

Additional Engagements

Unlimited Online Engagements (Deliberation, Decision and Consensus Making)

included

included

Collective/Group Analysis
Unlimited backend self-serve analytics, reporting, download

included

Additional Services
Training (6 hrs)

$1,000

Configuration (can be priced either at $150/hr or on a per project basis)

TBD

Citizen’s Panel

TBD*

Virtual Open House - Video Streaming and Recording

$500

Phone Concierge (Setup and first 50 inbound calls. $20/call thereafter)

Engagement by Mail

$2,450

$10 each
* Pricing varies on statistical accuracy required
Taxes not included. Includes 3 admin seats, additional seats at $500/yr each

Terms
The following links provide details of the standard Ethelo platform policies:
ethelo.com/terms-of-use
ethelo.com/usage-policy
ethelo.com/privacy-policy

Regards,
Bradley Roulston
Ethelo Decisions
bradley@ethelo.com
705.778.7795
www.ethelo.com

BCAC Agenda Item 6b. Carbon Calculator
Submitted by Climate Change Coordinator
Background: The greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory completed as part of this project has attempted to
estimate total GHG emissions within our municipal boundaries. The municipality has attempted to follow
the Partners in Climate Protection (PCP) Protocol to make these estimations and has thus categorized
emissions into two main sections:
 Corporate emissions – GHG emissions resulting from municipal operations and assets
 Community emissions – GHG emissions resulting from residential, commercial, industrial, and
agricultural sources operating within the boundaries of the municipality
In general, corporate GHG emission calculations have a high reliability because the data sources we
have used are reliable (for example, hydro bills and fuel bills).
Community GHG emissions are less reliable and are estimates based on publicly available data – like
average home square footage, highway miles in our boundaries ect.
In order to use the GHG Inventory to help inform potential community GHG emission reduction actions it
is important to increase the reliability of community GHG emission data. Several other municipalities
within this program have experienced similar barriers. In response, these communities have indicated in
their Community Energy and Emissions Plans (CEEP) that they will look to improve this data through
educational programs and by using various online tools to collect data directly from citizens. After
reviewing a significant number of online tools in the marketplace, one as stood out as highly useful for the
Township of Billings and Central Manitoulin and can be found online here:
https://www.gbbr.ca/carbon-calculator/
This carbon calculator was developed by the Georgian Bay Biosphere Reserve (GBBR) in partnership
with the Township of Carling, Archipelago, McKellar, Seguin, Georgian Bay and the Municipality of Parry
Sound as part of their regional climate change planning project. This carbon calculator is unique and
useful for community because:
 It considers the difference between full-time and seasonal residents
 It attempts to capture GHG emission data for recreational vehicles
 It captures GHG emission data for all energy sources in our region, fuel, propane, geothermal,
solar, wood and electricity from the Ontario grid
 It is compliant with the PCP protocol which we are using for our GHG inventory
 It is free to use and GBBR has agreed to sign a data sharing agreement with both the Township
of Billings and Central Manitoulin so that we can periodically receive non-identifying GHG
emission data for residents in our boundaries that choose to use this tool
The Municipality of Central Manitoulin has already approved at Council to enter into a data sharing
agreement with this non-profit.
Motion:
The CAC recommends that Council enter into a data sharing agreement with the Georgian Bay Biosphere
Reserve (GBBR) in order to receive non-identifying GHG emission data for carbon calculator users that
indicate they live within our municipal boundaries and promote the use of this carbon calculator to
enhance public education about GHG emissions

BCAC Agenda Item 6c) Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) and Go Green
Agenda Item Received via email October 28, 2020
From: Chris Theijsmeijer, CAC Member
To: Climate Change Coordinator and Bryan Barker
In thinking of our next meeting, I wonder if I could take 5 minutes (maximum) to explain to the new
committee about what happened with the old committee. As the only person who is on both, I think it
would help in moving forward. There have been a few comments from members of our present committee
that make me think there is misunderstanding or two. Would this be a separate agenda item, or I could
perhaps include it with a discussion that Kim has proposed in
regards to continuing some of the events/initiatives the previous committee had created?
BCAC Agenda Item 6c) Community Energy and Emissions Plan (CEEP) and Go Green
Agenda Items received via email on November 11, 2020
From: Paul Darlaston, CAC Member
To: Committee members, CAO, Mayor and CCC
Proposed Additional Item for CAC monthly meeting for November 25th.
Preamble:- Prior to the establishment of this Climate Action Committee with a focused mandate (see
below) shared with many other municipalities, all collectively funded by the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM). there existed a Billings Go Green Advisory Committee with a different broader
mandate. That Committee was dissolved early in this Council’s term but at that time Council had not
agreed to join the Pan Canada efforts to implement a common Climate Action Plan. Consequently, there
appears to have been no activity to overlay any Go Green plans, activities or events over the template for
development of this Climate Action Plan. This would identify commonalities and if so, to determine, once
and for all, what benefit, if any, might exist in incorporating that effort within the Climate Action Plan. For
the purposes of this initiative, Recurrent Events identified as part of Go Green will be evaluated based
upon how well they promote a particular Climate Action Plan Drive e.g. Waste Reduction, Reduction /
elimination of single use Plastics within Billings or Community Residential Energy Consumption and
improved efficiency.
Requirement to consolidate Appropriate & Relevant Action Items & Planned Events from
Precursor activities (Go Green) into Climate Action Plan (CAP).
CONTEXT
(1) With sustainability as a strategic priority, the Township of Billings is developing a Climate Action Plan
(CAP) with the assistance of a hired Climate Change Coordinator. Billing’s plan will help to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions on both a corporate and community level. The Climate Change Coordinator
will be facilitating this project until the end of February 2021, with the goal of developing and beginning to
implement a plan that will ensure continued reductions in greenhouse gas emissions well beyond that
time.
2. ROLE OF THECOMMITTEE
(1) The Climate Action Committee (the “Committee”) shall oversee the development of the CAP and
assist with implementation, in order to ensure that :
i. the actions included work well for everyone in the community
ii. there is widespread participation from community members
(2) The Committee shall advise council actions they can take to support the objectives of the CAP

Proposed Motion:- That two members of the Climate Action Committee (one being Chris Theijsmeijer
who was a member of both committees) the other selected by the CAC, Follow up on this and determine
which (if any) action items and / or events identified by the now defunct Go Green Committee support the
objectives of the Climate Action Plan going forward, and to make recommendations to the CAC by next
meeting what if any might be consolidated into the CAP.
BCAC Agenda item 6.d) Review Climate Change Coordinator contract funding
Agenda Item Received Thursday November 19, 2020
From: Paul Darlaston, CAC Member
To: Climate Change Coordinator
The current terms of reference for this committee should be reviewed to clarify the following:
1) Whether this is a Standing Committee (like EDC or Rec) or a project driven one with a targeted end
date?
2) Regardless of that clarification, various delays beyond our control make it likely that some deliverables
may not be completed by current end date – February 2021.
A decision needs to be made whether to extend the contract for Kim Neale, by how much, and to
determine where the funding for that will come from. Since the Coordinator’s time is shared 50:50 with
Central Manitoulin – their Climate Action sub-committee would need to be consulted to determine if they
have similar needs.
Discussion: Currently, the mandate of the committee appears (at least to me) to be tied to the terms of
reference of the “project” to produce a deliverable (the CEEP) and funding is provided by FCM to cover
the shared cost of a resource (Kristin/Kim Neale) to develop that. That funding and the project end date is
currently set for February 2021. Various delays (primarily COVID-19 related) have impacted preparation
and review of deliverables and determination of next steps. This in turn may have impacted the ability of
the incumbent Kim Neale.
BCAC Agenda Item 6.e) CEEP Action Items - Brainstorm
A note from the Climate Change Coordinator: Now that CAC members have has the opportunity to review
other climate change plans from London, Sudbury, Salt Spring Island and Wawa – I was hoping to have
an open discussion of specific actions that stood out to committee members in these plans and which
actions might fit well for the Township of Billings. This brainstorming session will be helpful in advance of
creating the community survey.
The following is a brainstorming list submitted on October 28, 2020 from a CAC member:
- anti-idling bylaw
- Household CC advice in each tax bill
- Examine biomass options for heating municipal buildings
- Smart meters in municipal buildings
- Recognize green initiatives in local businesses
- Establish ride-share or tool-share locally
- Establish community garden space
- Establish community composting
- Create bylaw about new buildings in municipality
- Create bylaw and tax incentives for 'tiny' houses
- Establish a location to re-use items that don't need to go to the landfill (old "Kagawong Mall")
- Establish policy on buying new equipment for municipality to reduce GHG
- Examine possible solar options for net-metering on municipal buildings
- Examine passive green design options for municipal buildings

